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ABSTRACT
The rise in scleral contact lens (ScCL) use may increase the risk of complications including microbial keratitis. Patient understanding of hygiene as well as care and handling of ScCLs is crucial to prevent the increase of complications.

This manuscript presents a review of the modalities and implications of the hygiene and care of scleral lenses, storage case, and devices. Also, correct application and removal techniques are explained in detail with recommendations on instructions for ScCL wearers and verification of patient compliance are provided. Adverse events are rarely reported in literature but clinicians need to understand how to deliver appropriate information and instruction regarding basic rules of hygiene, contact lens care and handling to patients to prevent and minimize associated infections. It is fundamental that practitioners learn how to impart knowledge to their patients during every encounter including follow-up visits regarding proper management and compliance with ScCLs. Also, a dialogue with the patient is essential to develop empathy allowing for greater collaboration and compliance raising the fitting rate, success and patient’s overall satisfaction.

Modern scleral lenses (ScCLs) made with high Dk materials are gaining popularity amongst practitioners. ScCLs have decreased complications related to hypoxia compared to earlier ScCLs made in PMMA materials.¹⁻⁵ However, new complications have emerged with increased ScCL use due to lens handling. Additionally, ScCLs are indicated for a wide range of ocular conditions including ocular surface disease which may be a further risk factor for developing infections as well as patients who may be taking oral and/or topical corticosteroids which may decrease the immune defense system.⁶⁻¹²

The SCOPE (Scleral Lenses in Current Ophthalmic Practice: an Evaluation) study surveyed 989 practitioners treating 85,000 patients with ScCLs and reported that the most common complication (462 patients) was caused by lens handling (application and removal). An additional 148 patients had issues due to poor patient compliance using different solutions other than those recommended by the practitioner such as contact lens cleaner instead of a conditioning/disinfecting solution to store lenses or saliva to clean lenses. Seventy patients were affected by microbial keratitis (MK).¹³ The most important factors related to MK using RGP lenses are: rinsing and storing lenses with tap water,¹⁴ topping off contact lens solution, using disinfecting solution longer than 3 months¹⁵,¹⁶ and wearing lenses while sleeping as with orthokeratology.¹⁷
Other recent studies have confirmed that MK is indeed a complication with ScCL wear due to poor compliance with ScCL care.\textsuperscript{6,10,18,19} Hygiene and compliance are crucial for preventing the incidence of complications related to ScCL use. This paper will discuss the current recommendations and the importance of compliance with ScCLs.

**COMPLIANCE USING SCLERAL LENSES**

Compliance is typically defined as the process of fulfilling instructions within a regimen of treatment.\textsuperscript{20} Poor compliance may cause discomfort, eye surface alterations, and even reduction of visual performance. The failure to comply may be due to the lack of information and instructions given by clinicians regarding basic rules of hygiene and contact lens care and handling.\textsuperscript{15} Another factor may be time requirements and effort needed to maintain proper contact lens aftercare. Patients may also misperceive the importance of aftercare. Lens wear recommendations tend to be primarily preventive in nature, whereby patients do not benefit instantly from proper aftercare leading to future complications from failure with suggested instructions.\textsuperscript{21,22}

Patients who are aware about safe ScCL wear are more likely to be compliant.\textsuperscript{23} Further, clinicians need to be assured that guidelines are followed properly. Unfortunately, clinicians may not dedicate the necessary time to achieve this task by having a dialogue with patients. It has been reported that practitioners are not able to predict if a patient will be compliant. Doctor-patient communication has been reported to be commonly clinician-centred rather than patient-centered, speaking 70% of the words and asking closed-ended questions that limited patients to answer with only “yes/no” or briefly. Patients should take a more active role in the exam and with open dialogue with encouragement to ask their own questions. Filling a questionnaire or compliance survey may be less imposing, permitting them to feel free in answering thereby preventing false answers.\textsuperscript{24}

A dialogue with patients may increase empathy, level of collaboration and compliance. This discussion is important with ScCL wearers because of their ocular conditions which may affect their psychology. It should be acknowledged that these patients may be more diligent with instructions because ScCLs may change their quality of life.

It is equally important that practitioners educate patients to remove ScCLs daily and to contact their eye-care professional if the patient experiences irritation, worsening eye pain, light sensitivity, sudden blurry vision, or unusually watery eyes or discharge.

**HAND WASHING**

While the significance of washing hands prior to handling contact lenses is well known and largely suggested there are very few practitioners who advise patients on how to wash their hands. The Royal College of Nursing (RCN) hand washing technique used in medical fields provides efficient protection reducing risk of complications and infections. RCN hand wash is a six-point, hand washing technique: palm to palm; right palm over left dorsum and left palm over right dorsum; palm to palm fingers interlaced; backs of fingers to opposing palm with fingers interlocked; rotational rubbing of right thumb clasped in left palm and vice versa; rotational rubbing, backwards and forwards with clasped fingers of right hand in left palm and vice versa. It takes an average of 34 seconds to complete, twenty seconds longer than normally washing hands.\textsuperscript{25} A brochure illustrating the RCN washing regimen may be given to patients (https://cdifffoundation.org/tag/handwashing/).

**SCLERAL LENS CARE**

The care systems used for ScCLs are similar to corneal rigid gas permeable lenses. ScCL vault the cornea and the limbus creating a liquid reservoir underneath the lens. The liquid is in contact with the cornea and the limbus tissues during all wearing time. Rinsing ScCL after cleaning and disinfection in order to eliminate the cleaning and disinfecting agent is essential in preventing irritation and chemical toxicity of the cornea. The use of preservative-free saline to rinse ScCL is recommended.

A sterile, single dose, non-preservative saline solution is recommended to fill and rinse ScCL prior to
application in the eye. The lenses should be overfilled until the single dose saline appears convex above the lens in order to prevent air bubble formation which can lead to corneal staining. Patients should be trained to identify air bubble formation after lens application in the eye using a mirror as a visual aid.

CARE OF SCLERAL LENSES WITH TANGIBLE HYDRA-PEG COATING

Tangible Hydra-PEG is a novel coating technology made from lubricant polyethylene glycol (PEG) which has been used for several years to improve lens surface wettability increasing tear break-up time, lubricity, minimizing friction and reducing protein and lipid deposits. It has been shown that the new surface option increases lens wearing comfort especially in patients suffering from contact lens-induced dry eye. Tangible Hydra-PEG is a 90% water PEG-based polymer mixture that is permanently bonded to the lens surface and can be applied to hydrogel, silicone hydrogel and RGP lens materials.

ScCL with Tangible Hydra-PEG should be cleaned and disinfected every day. The surface coating is compatible with two multipurpose solutions, Boston Simplus (Bausch & Lomb) and Menicon Unique pH Multipurpose Solution (Menicon), and two hydrogen peroxide solutions, Clear Care (Alcon) and Clear Care Plus with HydraGlyde (Alcon). Solutions that are alcohol based, abrasive and weekly cleaners should be avoided because they may damage the surface and reduce the benefits of the Hydra-PEG coating.

LENS CASE CARE

Among all elements that interact between the contact lens and the care system, lens cases are likely the most neglected item due to the short time spent educating patients on its proper care. Bacteria attachment to internal case surfaces can lead to biofilm formation which is associated with complications such as MK. Several studies have shown the effectiveness of decreasing biofilm formation by rubbing, rinsing and wiping lens cases with a clean tissue followed by air drying storage cases face down on a clean tissue. Despite the fact that air drying storage cases is strongly recommended by several advisory bodies and the Food and Drug Administration, in the United States, only 50% of wearers agree to air drying cases.

Silver impregnated cases necessitate a different management protocol. After rubbing and rinsing the cases they should be filled with fresh storage solution because the ions of argent are activated in the polymer blend when the environment is moist. Silver impregnated lens cases must be closed to prevent the evaporation of the solution and air-borne contamination. Upon storage of ScCLs after removal from the eye, the silver impregnated case should be emptied, rinsed with saline solution and refilled with fresh solution.

The suggested protocol for lens case replacement is every month. Additional recommendations include replacing the case every time a new bottle of disinfesting solution is opened whenever a new case is available in the packaging.

PLUNGER CARE FOR APPLICATION AND REMOVAL

Application and removal plungers, like lens cases, should be cleaned, rubbed, rinsed, tissue wiped and then allowed to air dry after each use. The same lens extra strength cleaner may be used for cleaning plungers. Alternatively, plungers may be cleaned with alcohol or alcohol wipes and then allowed to air dry.

Plungers must be replaced frequently. The Boston Foundation for Sight recommends plunger replacement every 6–12 months, or sooner whenever they are fractured or when edges become irregular as they may not provide good suction on the lens leaving residue on the lens surface.

SCLERAL LENSES HANDLING: CORRECT APPLICATION AND REMOVAL TECHNIQUES

The most common complications using ScCLs has been associated with lens handling. Patients should be educated on correct application and removal techniques to minimize and avoid ocular complications.

Scleral Lens Application

Manual and device methods may be used for ScCL application. In the manual methods, ScCL may be placed on two fingers, index and middle fingers, or three fingers, the thumb, index and middle fingers of
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the dominant hand. The device approach is an optimal alternative when handling ScCL is a challenge. It involves the use of a large DMV scleral cup (large plunger), or adaptive device such as the See Green® Lens Inserter and Stand, EZI Scleral Lens Applicator Ring, Number 8 “O” Ring and orthodontic ring (Figure 1). Non-preserved saline should be placed on any device used prior to lens application.

To apply a ScCL, patient should hold the edge of the lens while placing the lens on the plunger and gently squeeze the side of the plunger with the thumb and index fingers.

Once the lens is positioned on the device, the side pressure on the plunger may be released. Patient should lean the chin to the chest and have the head parallel to the ground, and the eyes opened wide by holding the upper and lower lid with the thumb and the index finger of the dominant eye. The lens overfilled with non-preserved saline may then be applied gently to the eye (Figure 2). After lens application, patient should check for the presence of air bubbles. If air bubbles are detected, ScCL should be removed and applied again.

**Scleral Lens Removal**

Before removing ScCL the eyes should be lubricated with non-preserved saline. Two methods may be used to remove the lens, the manual method and the device method. One manual method is as follows: Looking down, pushing the lower lid under the inferior lens edge and press the lid gently into the eye until the sealed pressure is released and then the lens may be removed. An alternative manual technique may be used whereby the patient presses the edge of the upper lid with the index finger, pushing the upper lid softly under the superior edge of the lens. With the index finger of the other hand, pressing the edge of the inferior lid under the inferior edge of the lens to block the ScCL from moving, looking upward until the sealed pressure is released and finally look up further and blinking gently to push away the upper lens edge from the eye with the upper lid margin.

The device method consists of using the DMV Ultra remover (small plunger), DMV classic or the DMV 45 angled. The device should be wet with non-preserved saline before ScCL removal. The patient should hold the lids open, apply the plunger on the lens in the periphery, near the edge of the lens and gently push the lens away from the eye.

**RECOMMENDATION TOOLS**

**Instructions for ScCL Wearers**

The American Optometric Association proposed some recommendations for contact lens wearers concerning contact lens handling, wearing, solutions and cases with the aim of reducing the risk of infections related to contact lens use.42

Regarding ScCL use, further recommendations are suggested:

**Scleral lens handling**

1. Clean the ScCL daily by rubbing in the palms of the hands for 15 seconds with solution containing isopropyl alcohol in combination with a surfactant cleaner before the disinfection process.43
2. Disinfect ScCL daily.
3. Rinse the ScCL with preservative-free saline prior to application to remove debris, generally of organic origin, after the disinfection process.
4. Overfill the ScCL to the top until the non-preserved solution appears convex above the lens.
5. Disinfect application and removal devices, including plungers, after each use and then air dry them on a clean tissue.
6. Replace plungers every 6 months or before if they are damaged.

**Scleral lens wearing**

1. Inspect the lens for air bubbles after application in the eye.
2. Avoid sleeping in your lenses.
3. Follow the recommended contact lens replacement schedule prescribed by your eye specialist.
4. Observe your regularly scheduled follow-up visits for ScCL and eye examination.

**Scleral lens solutions and cases**

1. Use hydrogen peroxide solutions as a first choice for ScCL disinfection.
2. Use cases large enough to cover ScCL during storing and disinfection.
FIG. 1 Scleral lens adaptive devices from top to bottom: See Green® Lens Inserter Stand, See Green® Lens Inserter, DMV scleral cup for application, large EZI Scleral Lens Applicator Ring, orthodontic ring, DMV Ultra remover, and small EZI Scleral Lens Applicator Ring.

FIG. 2 Scleral lens application using the manual method.
3. Clean the ScCL case after lens application by rubbing the case then rinsing with multipurpose solution or saline solution and then air dry the case on a clean tissue. If it is a basket case allow it to air dry face up.

4. If the lens case is impregnated with argent, after lens application put some solution (saline or storing solution) inside the case and close it.

5. Use only preservative-free saline solution to fill the ScCL prior to application.

6. Use only application and removal devices and plungers recommended by your eye-care specialist.

7. If the care system package contains a new lens case, replace the case every time a new bottle of solution is used. If the care system package does not contain a new lens case, replace the case monthly or after three months maximum, taking care to clean the storage case daily.

8. Avoid placing lens cases in the bathroom.

Offering a brochure illustrating the different care procedures will help patients to remember the different steps and increase compliance. The brochure should also include a brief description of the importance of each phase of lens care.

**Verification of Patient Compliance**

To increase compliance, the instructions provided at the time of lens delivery should be verified and strengthened during follow-up visits. Observing the patient handling the lenses during each visit including follow-up visits is crucial to ascertain the level of compliance. Providing verbal and written instructions in addition to practical demonstrations has been shown to improve patient compliance.

Using a questionnaire may be a supplementary tool. Morgan proposed a series of questions to ask patients during the follow-up visits. Below is an adaption of the questionnaire for use with ScCLs:

1. Do you sleep overnight in your lenses?
2. Do you nap in your lenses?
3. How often do you sleep in your lenses?
4. Do you wash your hands before applying and removing lenses, and what with?
5. What do you use to clean/store your lenses?
6. Where do you store your lenses?
7. Do you replace your solution or add to existing solution instead of replacing solution?
8. Do you cover your lenses completely?
9. Do you close your lens case tightly?
10. Do you clean your case?
11. How often do you change your case?
12. Do you close the cap of your bottle tightly?
13. When do you check the expiration date of your solution bottle?
14. How often do you replace your lenses?
15. What solutions do you use to fill the lenses?
16. What solutions do you use to disinfect and store lenses?
17. What device do you use for application and removal?
18. Do you disinfect your devices after each use? And what with?
19. How often do you replace your application and removal devices?
20. Do you inspect the lenses after application in the eye?
21. What case do you use to store lenses?

**CONCLUSIONS**

The authors acknowledge that there is no paper published describing in detail ScCL lens care, hygiene and compliance. This review summarized the modalities and implications of care, hygiene and compliance using ScCLs.

Practitioners should maintain a dialogue with patients and dedicate the necessary time to clarify to the patient the significance of hygiene and proper management of ScCLs, including lens cases and other devices. A brochure illustrating ScCL handling and aftercare will help increase the level of patient compliance. Recommendations provided should be verified and reviewed during follow-up visits. The practitioner should recognize patients who may report more compliance than is truly demonstrated upon examination.

With the continued spread of ScCL the risk of infections occurring may increase over time. To confirm this hypothesis more investigation is necessary on ScCL care and compliance. However, the number of ScCL wearers is still too low to make an epidemiologic study.
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